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to Measure Building Heat Flows 
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AIISTRACT 

The problem of measuring area-averaged heat floW's in room-sized spaces in the 

presence of solar radiation Is discussed in the context of a room-sized 

calorimetec facility (MoWiTT). Development of a new type of heat-flow sensor 

suitable for making such measurements is described, snd test results for 

moderate-sized prototypes 1 ft (0.3 00) square are reviewed. Construction of 

full-sized units--up to Z ft X 4 ft (1.2 m X 0.6 00)--18 described, and problems 

encountered during development are discussed. It is concluded that this 

approach represents a viable method for determining net energy balances in 

rooms. 

It'ITRODUCTION 

The need to measure wall heat flUKes is a recurrent one in the study of the therma~ behavior 

of buildings and becomes acute in spaces that utilize natural energy flows. Whether the space 

is a daylit office or a passive solar house, in order to determine a net energy balance, one 

is faced with the problem of determining the amount of energy stored in, or passing through, 

walls af heterogeneous construction exposed to radiant fll1Xes that vary both temporally and 

spatially. 

Wh'en determi[~lng the ,net ene'rgy flow through a fenestration system, the problem is com

pounded' by' the fact that the total fene,stration area is generally much smaller than that of 

the other envelope elements. Errors in ,the determination of wall heat flUKes contribute 

errors in the fenestration energy flow that are amplified by the ratio of areas, generally a 

number between 5 and 20. In some cases this may have disastrous effects on measurement accu

racy. 

It is often assumed that a determination of interior surface temperatures will enable an 

adequate determination of wall heat fluxes. While this may be true in principle, in practice , 
one generally cannot determine the thermal response factors of a wall with sufficient accuracy 

to calculate heat fluxes reliably, even in carefully constructed buildings. Alternatively, 

one might attempt to calculate the heat flux using the surface heat-transfer coefficient, but 
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this approacb meets with two difficulties. First, it is difficult to predict the local con

vective coefficient accurately. Second~ the radiative heat transfer at any point on the sur

face also depends on the temperatures of all other visible surfaces. 

To determine the net radiative heat transfer require,s~ first, a network of temperature sensors 

with a spacing small enough to correctly detect inhomogeneities in either wall beat flow or 

irradiating flux. At each point in the network~ the net radiative heat transfer must then be 

determined by summing over all the other points in the network. The labor required by this 

procedure, together with the difficulty of measuring surface temperatures accurately in the 

presence of significant radiative fluxes) makes it unattractive. One must thus consider a 

direct measurement of wall heat flow as the practical alternative. 

HEAT-FLOW SENSORS IN THE MOBILE WINDOW THERMAL TEST (MoW!!T) FACILITY 

All of the aforementioned problems presented themselves during the design of a facility for 

accurately measuring tbe net energy flow through fenestration systems under realistic fielJ 

conditions. The MoWiTT consists of a pair of room-sized calorimeters in which an accutdt8 

dynamic net heat balance enables direct measurement of the fenestration energy flow (see Fis •. 

1). An early design of the facility utilizing very thick walls and requiring extreme accurdcy 

for the heat-flow sensors proved too expensive to construct. 1 In the present design, the cwo 

calorimeters are surrounded by a guard space containing flowing) carefully conditioned air at 

the sa~e temperature as the air inside the calorimeter. Detaila of this arrangement are shown 

in part's h, c. and d of Fig. 1. The first module of this facility, with one calorimeter 

operational, is complete (Figs. Z and 3) and is being calibrated. 

The guard'ed calo,timeter eaEles the problem of wall heat floW' by decoupling the flow, from 

the! outdoor temperature; however. tlllo as'pects of the problem remain. The facility is designed 

s" that with an opaque wall as a sample. the net heat floTA through the calorimeter walls is 

less than 3 W. Under nighttime lII'inter c0!1ditions with a fenestration system in place, radiant 

heat transfer to the fenestration will cause the wall temperature to drop below the air tem

perature. and there will be a small heat flow, from the guard into the calorimete'r and out 

th~ough the fenestration. Under daytime conditions, the solar flux, either direct or diffuse~ 

will cause the wall temperature to rise above that of the air, and there will be a relatively 

large heat flow through the wall. Because of this~ and because the calorimeter walls will 

seldom be in a state of thermal equilibrium~ it is necessary to have accurate beat-flow sen

sors ~lth a wide dynamic range. 

COMPUTER SIMULATION OF ALTERNATIVE HEAT-FLOW SeNSOR SCHEMES 

An obvious possibility was to utilize commercially available he~t-flow sensors, which consist 

of a thermopile deposited across a known thermal resistance. These are quite expensive per 

unit of area, and continuous coverage of the walls was not economically possible; it remained 

to determine whether an affordable network of heat-flow s.ensors could provide sufficiently 

accurate measurement under the expected conditions. 
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A computer simulation was performed, comparing the accuracy obtainable from a network of 

commercial heat-flow sensors (one for each 8 ft2 . (0.14 m2 ) of surface area) with a hypotheti

cal continuous envelope of heat-flow sensors having the same intrinsic accuracy (5%). A 

winter day at a cold test site (Donner Summlt~ CA) was assumed, and the bltilding simulation 

program BLAST2 was used to calculate interior wall heat fluxes. The effects of the moving 

spot of direct solar radiation., which ,~ere not treated adequately by BLAST, were calculated by 

hand. 

the details of this calculati9'D, bav,e be,en pub~i8hed elseWhere;3 here. only the result is 

discussed (see Fig. 4). Two compa'ril!lo~s, are, made In th~s fi,gurt!!" one between the discrete and 

the continuous network of heat~flow, :$,ensors. and one bet"ifeen the guarded MoWiTT calorimeter 

and a passive cell; the, latter co'mparison i8 not a ,conCern bere. From the assumed temperature 

and solar flux:, shown in Fig. 4,a, BLAsT' 'per.6)~,8 ,an 'hourly nilt heat b'alaJ1.ce on the space and 

calcll1ates the space ,load :'On the RVA:C 'equipment" t,og,'Either w1til the total heat floW" through the 

envelope .. (ex:cluding the wl,itdow)., for -,eaeh 'of the "alteblaHve roO'm cO'nf.f,gu'tations. These are 

shown '1n Fig. 4b • For e'lieh configuratloll', tne ,dlfferenee between the ~pace load and the 

envelope heat flow yields the net heat f~oW' through ,the fenestration; which is shown in Fig. 

4d. The important result, shown in Figr 4c, is the discrepancy between the actual heat,f1ow 

through the envelope of the passive cell, a& calculated by BLAST (curve)., and the heat flow 

that ~ be measured by the network of commercial heat-flow sensors (points). This 

discrepancy is caused by the fact that each heat-flow sensor represents a wall area much 

larger than its actual dimension; as the sunlight moves across this area, the sensor measure

ment is not equal to the average flux so long as the area is partially illuminated. As shown 

in Fig. 4d, this may result in an, inferred net energ,y flow for the fenestration that is 

incorrect by as much as 50%. Because the simulated network represents tile finest mesh that 

was economically feasible, it was concluded that a discrete network of commercial heat-flow 

sensors was impracticable. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR LARGE-AREA HEAT-FLOW SENSORS 

Therefore, methods of constructing large-area heat-flow sensors economical enough to continu

ously cover the calorimeter W"alls must be considered. This would simultaneously solve the 

problem both of the 1I10v-ing spot of solar radiation and that of inhomogeneities in wall con

struction, which are exceedinglt difficu,It to a\ioid 1n constructing a room-siZed enclosure on 

a finite budget. 

The conceptual framework for these heat-flow sensors was identical to that of the commer

cial sensors: a known, planar thermal resistance together with some means of measuring the 

average temperature across it. Preliminary theoretical studies revealed that such a device 

would correctly measure the spatially averaged heat flow for a time-varying radiant flux of 

arbitrary spatial dependence, provided that (1) the temperature measurements were made on a 

scale small enough so that the spatial averaging of temperatures was correct, and (2) the 

scale of time Variation was slow compared to the time constant o~·the device. Although it is 

difficult to predict these Beale dimensions precisely. 10 em and 10 min were estimated to be 

sufficiently small space and time scales, respectively. 
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S,election of the thermal insulator was strongly limited by requirements for low thermal 

conductivity, uniformity of properties. and stability_ Two materials were found to be ade

quate: fiberglass-filled phenolic honeycomb, and rigid fiberglass board_ The former, with a 

cell size of about 10 rum, had a spatial inhomogeneity just small enough to be neglected, and 

it had excellent dimensional stability. Testing indicated that both materials were adequat~; 

fil?erglass board Was chosen on the basis of cost-: A thickness of 1 in .. (2054 em) was chosen 

aa ~{'compromUe between, the need to have a large temperature difference for a fix:ed heat flow, 

which argues for a high thermaJ resistance, and the need to have the heat-flow sensor be a 

small pa,rt of the wall,thennal resistance and heat capacity, whic;.h argues ,for small thickness. 

This value results in ,a, time, constatit of app,roxiDlately, 2: min ~nd an R-value 9f 44 hr,·ft2F!Btu 

(0.77 m2K/W). (The c,alo~imeter walls have an R-value of aPPlZoxi;arately 30 hr O ft2F/Btu 

(5.31ll2K/iI). ) 

The standard method4 ,5 of measuring the temperature difference across the thermal resis

tance by means of a thermopile was considered but rejected for sevet'al reasons, including 

inconvenience of construction, potential for noise, and insufficient sensitivity. 

Instead, a'method was used that utilizes detection of resistance temperature coupled with syn

chronous AC detection of the temperature-induced resistance difference. While this method has 

been commonly u'sed to measure heat flows in low-temperature physics, its application to 

large-scale heat-flow measurements in buildings appears to be novel. Large-signal results on 

a first crude prototype were presented in Ref I: subsequently, results on a similarly con

structed heat-floW 8~nsor but w1thout synchronous AC detection also appeared in the litera

ture. 6 

A schematic diagram of the method is shown in Fig. 5. Nickel resistance wires laid on 

either side of the thermal resistance were connected to opposite sides of a Wheatstone bridge) 

Which was driven by an AC signal. After amplification, the bridge output was put through a 

synchronous detector that accepted only that part of the input having exactly the same fre

quency and phase as the driving Signal. This feature, which provided superior noise rejec

tion, allowed much higher amplification and therefore greater sensitivity than would otherwise 

be possible .. 

The inherent sensitivity of this method is demonstrated by the following; tn one arrange

ment, the sensitivity of the bridge output before amplification was' 145 PV (W/m2)-1. For a 

copper-constantan thermocouple pair, the corresponding figure was 30 ~V ~(W/m2)-10 A detailed 

discussion of the construction and expected performance df the heat-flow sensot's has been pub

llslled elsewhere. 7 
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pgRI.<'ORl>iA;.lGE - uP PROTOTYPES ----- -
To check the suitability of this type of heat-flow sensor to the intended application. a 

guarded hot-plate was constructed and a seties of pro_totype heat-flow sensors 1 ft (0.305 m) 

square were tested. Details of the hot-plate and the calibration procedure are given in Ref 

7. 

Because of the very different demands placed on the heat-flow sensors under daytime and 

nighttime conditions, the behavior of the prototypes was of interest -in both the large-signal 

and the small-signal regions. Calculation indicated t-hat even under direct solar illumina

tion, the local heat flow was unlikely to exceed 30-60 Btu/ft2hr (100 - 200 W/m2); this was 

taken to be the definition of large signals. Because of the limitations of the hot-plate, the 

calibration data just reached this region. Under nighttime winter conditions. the design cri

teria for the MoWiTT called for the ability to distinguish between an R-10 and an R-12 window 

sy-snem. For a moderately cold night and a residential-size window. this 

heat-flow sens-ors must be able to reliably measure an average heat floW'- of 

(.08 W/m2). 

implies that the 

0.03 Btu/ft2 • hr 

Typical results for a prototype are shown in Fig. 6. It has a linear response over the 

entire range of interest and a temperature _coefficient on the order of O.5%/oF (lX-/oC). 

Althou-gh the smallest heat flow reliably achievable with the guatded hot-plate was 3 W/m2 • it 

was also possible to measure the zero-heat-flow output voltage accurately and thereby to ver

ify that the output continues to follow the straight line for very small aignals. It is 

estimated that the limit of measurability is 0.08 W/m2 or less. This prototype used filled 

honeycomb as the thermal resistance; results for prototypes using fiberglass board show lit

tle difference. Details of prototype construction are shown in Fig. 7. 

The response of the heat-flow sensor to inhomogeneous heat fluxes is clearly crucial. 

Our tests on small prototypes indicate that the sensors accurately measure inhomogeneous 

fluxes of the magnitude anticipated in building measurements. Ooe can show theoretically that 

a heat-flow sensor will accurately measure the spatial average of an arbitrary incident flux 

provided that it can accurately measure the mean temperature on each face of the thermal insu

lator~ Numerica.! modeling of the senso~s indicates that good accuracy can be expected. as 

long as radiant fluxes are not strongly concentrated in regions that are small compared to the 

wire spacing~ a eondition whic-h should hold in building applications. 

CON~TRUCTION OF ~~.~ 

While the successful construction and testing of 1 ft x 1 it (0.3 m x 0.3 m) units at a rea

sonable cost represented a significant advance, it remained to construct units of a size [4 it 

x: 2 ft (1.2 m x_ 0.6 m )] convenient for installing in the MoWiTT and to construct many of them 

economically. It was necessary to simplify the design, to chOOSe appropriate bonding agents, 

and to work out an economical fabrication method. With the assistance of highly competent 

engineering and shop personnel, these tasks were accomplished Gaee Fig. 8). An impression of 

the magnitUde of the construction project is _conveyed in Fig. 9, which shows most of the 

completed heat-flow sensors for the first calorimeter chamber. 
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PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED DURING DEVELOPMENT 

In the courSe of development. a numbel;' of problems J some anticipated and some unanticipated. 

were encountered and saIYed. Because the full-sized units have not yet been tested, it 

remains to be seen whether all of the solutions were successful. A recounting of these prob

lems may be of interest. 

A crucial issue, which permeated the development',of the heat-flo~- sensors, was the need 

to protect the nickel wires from strain. As is well knowD, nickel has a large strain-gauge 

coefficient r;hat gives _8 :signal indls-Ungui,sl),ab1e frolll._8. thet'lllsi res_istance change. A partie .... 

blady unpleasant form_: of this effect occurs when tl:te BtraiD __ results from differential the (mal 

e.x:pan8~ori. ThiS was obser,V'ed in the earJ~,e&t" ,prototype ,and pr,oduced behavior that would be 

puzzl,lng If, o'oe W',ere Qej,t ,aware of t~e,',effe:e,t. Thl!J problem: w4s solved in the prototypes by 

bon~~rtg the: niek.el wi~e to a ~teri.~l hayiJig:, a. ve,t::y similar 'coe"fflcient of expansion and by 

uai,ng' 's:pace,r$. l,n the produ,cHon, ,~dd~l,.,:, the apaee,d, were ,replacect with an alter,nate method of 

insuring ',that""~he"" ~ir,~,s w~re:",not :,:;,~,b:;j~~l~~';~' to "a JitreslJ' la~ge enougb to cAuse appreciable 

.sttal'if. 

:to 'in~'k~, ~:~'tters wo,~,St!",';<~h~ prtig',raUl of compi'et,'e coverage for the calorimeter surfaces 

called -','for h~at':':'fi:o'w, seJt8o'rs, ,'eo be, j;'nsta11ed in the floor, where they must bear a load. In 

faet, this ,is ,orte,,'of tb~ ,niqs,t"pructaLloeat"ions for the sensors. This meant that, not only 

IDUl1ft the' wire's be pr'ot.!'tit'eti' frdm' afrain. but the thet'lllal resistance must be protected from 

compression, whi,en }~ould change, ,J,t's calibration.. By inserting thin plastic supports in the 

heat::"f19w" "sensors, it p,rov,ed possible to construct unita insensitive to compressionj in the 

end,t however" ,it pr,oved more economical to provide external supports, which protected the sen

sors without ,'p,r,Qvlding a signifieant shunting conductive path. 

The pattern in which the nickel wire was laid on the thet'lllal resistance provided a nonun

,1£orm weighdng cif the surface. Over the body of a heat-flow sensor, this did not result 1n a 

measurement bias, provided that the heat flux did not vary appreciably over the dimension of a 

wire spacing and that the heat-flow sensor dimension was a mUltiple of the wire spacing. H~w

ever, at the ,edges of the meter, where the wire turned around, it was more difficult to 

achieve the cor,rect welghti!lg. The solution to this difficulty is only approximatej it will 

be interesting to ascertain the magnitude of this effect. 

,A related difficulty arose when connecting the heat-flow aensors together on a single 

surface to form a single large sensor, done in order to reduce the complication of handling 

large amounts of data. Because the sensitivity of the sensor was inversely,. proportional to 

wire sp,aciilg, it followed that all of the metel"s to be connected together must have the same 

wire spacing. Since at least one dimension of the heat-flow sensor must be a multiple of the 

Wire spacing, it also followed that the sizes of all sensors to be connected together must 

have a common multiple. It was not a trivial undertaking to find a modular size that best 

su1,t'ed the' calorimeter chamber. A consequence of this is that, unless heat-flow sensors are 
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to be specifically designed for a given space !!. built, one must be content with less than 

complete coverage. In the MoWiTT, between 88% and 89% coverage was achieved, depending on the 

size of the window sample~ 

Modular sizes were further necessitated by the need to match the heat-flow sensors to a 

calibration apparatus_ In ord~r to achieve the most complete coverage possible. together with 

sufficient flexibility to enable testing windows of varying sizes, four different sizes or 
sensor were used. To calibrate these, a: large calibrated hot-plate that has a segmented 

metering section is currently being completed (see Fig. 10). 

One final problem resulted from ,the desire to connect ,the individual heat-flow sensors in 

series to fGtm' a few wall-size getisors~ Becau'se a heat-flow sensor forms two sides of a 

Wheatstone bridge, with 'tefe'rence resistors farming the other two sides, the sensor has an 

undetermined consftant, namely the balance point of the bridge. For the prototypes, this' point 

was 'Set with the ·heat .... flow sensor in an isothermal cavlty "that insured zero heat flow; but 

with a large number of sensors connected in series ~'connection in the bridge. this is no 

longer possible. ·It will, instead, be necessary to de'termine the zero-point voltage for the 

assembled beat-flow se'nsors f.rom a long-term average of the calorimeter conditions. The accu

racy with which this can be done will determine the ultimate sensitivity of tbe sensors to 

small heat flows. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It is possible to make large, durable heat-flow sensors economically in sizes up to 4 ft x 2 

ft (1.2 m x 0.6 m) using a novel design. Prototypes I it (0.3 m) square have been tested and 

show good results; there is no reason to expect different performance from larger models, 

although final tests have not been conducted. The small-signal accuracy achievable when a 

number of units are connected in series depends on the accuracy wlth which the zero-point vol

tage of the ensemble can be determined. Tbis point is more uncertain than the performance of 

the indiVidual units. 

Large-scale spatial average heat-flow'measurements in building spaces thus appear feasi

ble. The units are producible ,at tolerable"cost; and their properties, e.g., time constant, 

thermal capacity. and thermal 'reSistance, can be adjusted to meet ,the' demands of particular 

applicatians. 
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Design of the Mobile Window Thermal Test (HoWiTT) Facility. 
(a) planned field configuration. (b) LaYOlft of a test 
module. (e) Cross-section through the center of a test 
chamber, Showing mounting of alternative window or skYlight 
systems. (d) Detailed envelope cross-sectiqn _ 
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Figure 3. Completed MoWiTT module being moved i~t~ position for 
calibration 
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BLAST Simulation of a triple-glazed window measurement 
co-paring ehe HowiTT ana a passive test cel-l. (a) Assumed 
outdoor temperature and solar energy transmited through the 
window. (b) Calculated space loads, L9t}, (solid curves) 
and envelope hEat fl'CJws, E9t), (dashed curves) for the MoWitt 
and for the passive cell. (e) Measurement of envelope heat 
flow in the passive cell. Dashed curve: BLAST calculation 
of the envelope heat flow; points with error bars: envelope 
heat flow measured with the heat-flow meter grid 

(d) Derived values for the net heat flow, 0, through the 
window. Solid curves are the mean, +1 stanaard deviation~ 
and -1 standard deviation for measurements by the MoWiTT. 
Points with error bars are the correspondlng/q~antities for 
the passive cell with heat flow meter grid 
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Calibration of the heat-flow meter~ 
(a) complete calibration; (b) expanded 
view of the small-signal region of 
the curve. Points are measurements 
made in the guarded hot- plate and 
corrected to a 250C mean sensor 
temperature. The line is a least
squares fit tc the data and has a 
slope of 37.6 mV(W/m2rl. 
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P'igore 7. Heat-flow sensor construction: (a) cross-section of a 
"unit 0611" of the hEat-flow sensor; (b) plan view of the 
sensor wires. 
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Figure 8. Construction of large heat£low sensors: Bonding 
a sensor wire plane to tbe thermal insulator 
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FigUre 10. Large calibrated hot plate under construction 
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Discussion 

P.R. Achenbach. Cslt .• McLean. VA: You stated that you expected to cover about 90% of the 
calorimeter wall with heat flowmeters? Will you extrapolate the measured data to account 
for the entire wall? What will you do about the gaps or grooves between adjacent meters" 
which are two inches thick? 

J.H. Klems: Areas not covered by heat-flow sensors will be fitted with blanks of similar 
construction but without sensor wires. The areas will be located to minimize the chances that 
they will receive direct sunlight. We will then check to See whether simple extrapolation is 
adequate. We will correct for the gaps between sensors, which are approximately 0.25 in. wide 
(the sensors themselves are about 1 in. thick). by modeling" the' detailed heat flow in the edge 
region using the fintte-difference pr~gram HEATING 5 and developing an extrapolation procedure 
from the results. A similar' procedure will be followed for the unmetered 10% of the calori
meter envelope. 

R.H. Kim. College of Engineering and Research~ Univ. of Nor'th Carolina at Charlotte: Uave 
you tested under a severe":humidity condition? 

Hems: We have not tested under a !WVCI"(' humidity condition. 
system includes humidity control. The heat-flow sensors wi II 
which could degrade their performance. 

The metering chamher cOlltl"ol 
not he exposed to high humidity, 

J.D. Verschoor, Cslt~" Denver}, CO: How did you account or allow for the heat capacity of the 
absorber sur'face (and a portion of the ,insulation) of the heat flow transducer during 
dynamic operation? 

Klems: Our heat-floW sensor deSign allows us to measure the mean sensor temperature as well 
as the temperature difference across the sensor'. From the time history of these two quantities 
we can, if necessary, correct for heat storage in the insulation and estimate the heat storage 
in adjacent absorbing surfaces. Heat storage in materials and equipment inside the heat-flow 
sensors is a more significant problem that we will need to estimate from separate temperature 
measurements. 

D.A. Hagan. ,BrookhaVen" Natl. Lab .• Upton. 'NY: Might this technology be applicable to meters 
designed with a lower R-value for use in non-custom-measurement situations? 

Klems: The ,ti'echnology could be adapted to sensors with lower R-valuej however. there may be 
a limit-beyond~which our construction mehtods either become uneconomic or produce . 

inaccurate senso,Ts. As the resistance layer becomes thinner, mechanical tolerances become 
tighter and the significance of small effects such as strains becomes greater. 

G. Tsongas. Mechanical Engineering Dept •• Portland State Unlv .• Portland. OR: What is the 
cost of the large-area heat flowmeter? 

Klems: The heat':'fIow sensors have cost us in the neighborhood of $lOO/ft 2 when all deve.lopment 
costs are included. Direct fabrication costs are considerable lower. 
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